
National Curriculum 

The National 
Agenda in N .S.W. 

I
BELIEVE MOST NSW SECONDARY PRINCIPALS are be

mused rather than enthused at the moment by the idea of a national 
agenda for education. Most support the principle of nation-wide 
co-operation in curriculum and assessment, and many, if not most, 

participated in the rounds of Mayer consultations in one way or another. 
At conferences through 1992 and 1993, qualified support was expressed 

, for the idea of a nationally-consistent framework of competency assess-
ment - if it could be done. Of course. that was the sticking point. Even 
the NSW Minister, Virginia Chad,,ick, a supporter of the national 
moves, has told secondary principals that NSW would have nothing to 
do with Mayer-based systems unless she could be convinced that they 
were workable. No one was too distressed last year when the rumour 
mill began to circulate the idea, correct or otherwise, that the Mayer 
proposals were 'dead in the water'. 

Up to the middle of last year, the .Vationa/ Statements and Profiles 
were things U1at most NSW secondary principals had only heard about, 
if that. Later in the year, local cluster organisations received their first 
copies of the National Curriculum Statemems and Profiles. ll1e idea 
that this would provide access to the Profiles by principals and, Urrough 
them, to teachers, parents and students, was optimistic. Some of the 
regional offices printed and distributed copies of U1e documents on a 
'one-per-school' basis. 

This occurred about the time that the press was proclaiming that the 
National Curriculum was political!) dead, and this fact, combined with 
the limited availability and the absence of any clear and immediate 
application for the profile documents has, I suspect, resulted in their 
occupation of shelf space raU1er than teachers' attention. However, 
Minister Chadwick insists that reports of the National Agenda's death 
have been greatly exaggerated. At her request, the NSW Board of 
Studies has been working to incorporate the national outcome state
ments, where possible, into all of its new and revised syllabuses. In a 
very few years we could expect a high level of compatibility, if not 
complete congruence, between NSW syllabuses and Ute national docu
ments. 

At the same time, moves by the Board to alter its School Certificate are 
widely expected to be at least consistent v.,jUt Ute Mayer proposals. 
Given that Ute rumour mill is now circulating ideas about Common
wealth grants to States, tied to Mayer implementation, it seems that the 
national agenda for education is anvthing but dead in NSW. CJ 
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NSW: Can the Old Help the Young? 

EVIDENCE NOW BECOMING AV AIL.ABLE from around the coun
try highlights worrying demographic trends in the teaching service. 
While U1ese may not yet be considered alarming, they are likely to cause 
greater concern as we approach the twenty-ftrst century. The first 
average age of the teaching service is now generally over 45 years and, 
in some specific areas, well over 50. The age ofretirement�reducing, 
with substantial numbers between 55 and 58 years. However, the 
recruitment of young graduates to U1e service has diminished dramati
cally. 

All df this means Uiat in U1e next five years the majority of our youth 
will be prepared for life in the twenty-first century by people who are 
mostly over 50 years of age. lJ1ese people will be experienced, 
dedicated and well-intentioned but will be teaching as they have done 
for 30 years, with some modification. The value of' the school identity' 
(the Mr Chips or his female equivalent) is unquestioned but the prospect 
of a school made up of a majoritv of such people causes alarm. Can an 
ageing teaching service provide a counterbalance to a student population 
which will still exhibit U1e same characteristics of energy, entimsiasm 
and excess? Will there be sufficient people to train the sporting teams, 
nurture the Rock Eisteddf <Xi or school musical, go camping for three or 
four days, or support the school disco? While these activities may be 
considered peripheral or extra-curricular, they highlight the paradigm 
shill necessary to ensure that education remains relevant to students. 

Recent re-emphasis on individual learning styles, increased voca
tional emphasis and broader curriculun1 are attempts to retain appropri
ate education, but such changes go only part of U1e way to make the 
necessary adjustments. We may need to re-structure schools with a 
higher proportion of para-professional staff, less adherence to formal 
timetable structures and greater flexibility for individualised instruc
tion. The rapid development of CD Rom, Bulletin Board and individual 
communications will hasten the demise of the classroom as we currently 
know it. Present school administrations in more enlightened settings are 
moving to accommodate U1ese changes. The concern is that if the
adaptation is not quick enough, nor sufficiently widespread, a large 
number of students will enter the next century 'disinherited' by 
their lack of an appropriate education. Devolyed administrative 
responsibility is one measure designed to encourage schools to adapt 
more readily to local needs. The move away from a highly centralised
approach to educational administration needs now to be reviewed 
in the light of impending changes caused by technology, demogra

phy and the economy. 

We need to debate and prioritise some fundamental educational 
issues: 
• to what level is everyone entitled to the same opportunity in

education;
• to what degree is U1e State responsible for providing equality of

opportunity in education; o is it possible to have equal opportunity
in a devolved system of administration; and,

• what are the measures necessary to ensure appropriate education for
students for the twenty-first century?

These questions are not new, but they have never been in greater 

need of serious consideration. 0 
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Sydney High School Foundation Inc. 
The Headmaster of Sydney High School, 

Mr Dick Stratford, provides a follow-up to 

our last major theme, that of education 

funding. 

S
YDNEY 1-IlGH SCHOOL FOUNDATION INCORPORATED, 
built on the base of deep gratitude felt by alumnis, is several years 
old. Its functions to date have primarily been property ownership 

(the school's boatshed at Abbotsford) and property maintenance (the 
boatshed, as well as the Fairland Pavilion in Centennial Park, near the 
school). The Foundation has recently taken the significant decision to 
appoint an Old Boy, Ian Toll (Class of' 59), as its full-time development 

officer. Ian's wide network of contacts in the media, and in the wider 
community, is a bonus for the school. At present, his task is to devise 

and implement a five-year campaign to raise funds for a Sydney 

High School Centre for the Arts. 

The development officer also manages the affairs of the Foundation, 
including its ordinary building fund. This tax deductible fund is 
subscribed to voluntarily by families of present students. The current 
annual subscription is $100. 

Sydney High School makes an office available to the development 
officer. Since the headmaster is ex officio a director of Foundation, it is 
easy and practicable for the development officer to have daily on-site 
liaison with the head. One of the keys to successful school fund-raising 
is a good relationship between these two people. 

A small fund-raising committee, with expertise in fund-raising, is also 
highly desirable. Professional fund-raisers would recommend that this 
group be separate from the Foundation but that it should include 

representation from it. There is an excellent organisation called TAIF 
(The Aust.ralasiao Institute of Fund-Raising). I completed a ten-week 
course run by IAIF at Sydney University Continuing Education Centre 
laSl year. If you start with the premise that teache1-s know nothing 
about fund-raising. you will do yom-self a favour. Experts such as the 
fund-raising consultant, Graham Bradshaw, and Major Chris Pack of the 
Salvation Army opened my eyes to the principles of professional fund
raising. The professionals claim it is possible for any organisation to 
raise funds for any worthwhile purpose. One does not need a grand or 
expensive project. There is enormous satisfaction to be gained from the 
successful completion of a $5000 or a SI 0,000 project. It needs to be, 
however, a project that fires the imagination and fits clearly into a long
term development plan. Professional fund-raiser-s will tell you that 

an organisation that simply asks for donations without a clearly 

stated mission and obviously worthwhile purpose will create the 

impression of poor management and engender suspicion that the 

fund-rnising is simply to finance everyday operations. I can 
recommend Michael Thornton's books Fund Raising in Schools 
(Thornton, Melbourne, 1988) and Being a Benefactor to Your School 
(Thornton, Melbourne, 1991). 

I have just returned from an exploratory trip to the USA. The 
development officer set up a series of meetings with Old Boys to seek 
their support for our Centre for the Arts. The trip, which took five 
months of research and preparation, was very successful and showed 
that the effort is worthwhile. This article, by request, has concentrated 
on fund-raising. Our Old Boys, of course, provide valuable assistance 
to Sydney High School in many other ways. D 
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The NSW Secondary Principals Council has put forward another 
suggestion to be included in the review. This would enable schools to 
define responsibilities of head teachers within a statement of duties 
determined for the generic position of head teacher. This would break 
the connection between head teacher responsibility and a narrow faculty 
or subject position. In this way, we could move to overcome the internal 
inequities referred to above. Head teachers' responsibility would con
tinue to be, essentially, a role in curriculum support, staff supervision 
and staff development, but with significantly less connection to a 
specific subject. It would also address the changing nature of the 
curriculum and the resultant changes in administrative patterns. It 
seems that this will be the only fair way of managing the impact of the 

changes in head teacher establishment. □
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FROM THE PRESIDENTS 
NSW: COMPETITION IS CONTRADICTORY 

C
OMPETITION, as a concept, may need revisiting. In the educa
tional context, it may generate short to medium term gains but, 

at the same time, is proving to be a double edged sword. 
Fair competition is based on a number of basic premises. There 

must be equal conditions for all entrants, i.e., the concept of a level 
playing field. Competitors must enter voluntarily and it must 
always be possible for the first to come last, and the last to come 
first (in other words, everyone has an equal chance). 1n education, 
for both inst_itutions and individuals, it would seem these conditions 
do not always apply. Perhaps, therefore, we should not view 
competition as the pre-eminent principle upon which all en
deavour must be based. 

Schools with more resources, who select their clients through aca
demic or special skills tests, would be expected to produce higher than 
average TERs at the Higher School Certificate. They would be expected 
to produce better results in dance, sport or music. But to measure 
educational success on such limited criteria ignores the broad-ranging 
educational philosophies of Plato, Socrates and Rousseau. Leaming to 
read, learning to swim, or to climb the steps of Bloom's Taxonomy may 
be the successes achievable by � in their educational journey. 
However, the ultimate goal for all students must be the realisation 

of his or her potential in the broad spectrum of life, whatever their 

innate ability or culturnl background. 

Competition can be contrary to the goals of education for all individu
als. What some are forgetting is that experience, experiment, and 
participation, arc the fundamentals of learning. Caring, sharing and 
supporting are fundamental to human existence. If all we sec as 
relevant is position in class, who did we beat, who do we have to beat, 
then pity help the self�steem and expectations of those who forenr 

cannot master basic language or number. 

In schools, competition needs to be tempered with common sense 
before it substantially damages student welfare services. The many
and varied ingenious l'Cward systems offered by the system and 
others arc the insidious side of the competition concept. The raison
d'etre of education should not be allowed to become the materialist 
collection of merit cards, discount vouchers, gold awards: and finally the 
professionally printed curriculum vitae, with its list of scores, and as 
many post-graduate certificates as possible. 

Student welfare should care less about systems and more about 
individuals. Consistency as a goal of welfare and discipline is irrelevant 
in education where circumstances, personalities and conditions are 
infinitely variable. Teachers, school executives and principals need

to question the systems dogma in an area where, above all else, each 

situation needs to be treated on its merits. Competition in the 
educational field is something in which school teachers were successful, 
hence their position. We need to spare some thought for those whose 
satisfaction in life will perforce be derived from non-school pursuits -
they will require our support and understanding. :Sducation and learning 
are lifelong pursuits not confined simply to outcomes 'measured' in the 
first 25 years of life. 

lf competition creates perpetual winners and losers, through unequal 
opportunity for both individuals and institutions, then it will contradict 
its intended purpose. The essence of striving to compete stems from the 
fact that it can make a difference. If people believe it will make no 
difference, they will not strive, they will not 'compete'. 0 
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THE PRESIDENTS 
State Presidents Reflect on Current Issues 

NEW SOU11:I WALES 
_____ A_Prln __ c_i_p_a

l

_'s_Prln __ c_ip_l_e_s____

THE THEME OF LEADERSHIP in this issue of Principal Mailers 

is timely. In NSW we approach the end of a five year period of 
rapid change in educational administration. The changes engendered 
since 1989 lead us to ask who will lead educational policy, practice and 
change in NSW state education for the next five years. 

There are many contenders - will School Councils accept the chal
lenge of devolution and determine school priorities and goals within 
State legislative guidelines? Perhaps the Board of Studies will lead 
schools to greater curriculum diversity, in particular, in post-compul
sory pathways education. 

The employers lobby may exert enough pressure to see even further 
emphasis on vocational education. Conservationists, technologists, 
health and safety experts and parent groups may take the lead in direct
ing educational emphasis. 

Some new political or theoretical imperatives may change priorities 
and emphases, e.g., the pedagogical changes-associated with the Pro

files agenda. This systems leadership will emerge progressively over 
time, its manifestation will depend on implementation by schools. 

Principals, by definition, provide leadership for their school, and it 
will ever be thus. 

Realistic acceptance of this situation may help some principals 
see, in perspective, their role of melding the competing, and some
times contradictory innuences of political, social, vocational, edu
cational and personal forces impacting on their school. From Minis
ters of Education, Directors-General, parents and citizens, teacher un
ions, the media and students, the interplay of forces and personalities is 

the substance of a school's culture. The principal, for better or worse, 
will lead that school; it is both axiomatic and exciting. 

The principal will provide educational leadership into the 21st 
Century - and this leadership must be worthy of the students we 
educate. 

Leadership, to endure, should be subtle and symbiotic. It does not 
have to be, as has often been depicted, a performance of cymbals and 
flashing lights. Instead, we can view the leadership embodied in princi
palship as a yoke or a mantle or as a series of problems or challenges. 
Regardless of our perception, assumption of the position of principals 
carries with it the role of leader. 

The sobering thought is that the leadership of our school is what 
we are, not what others say it would be, or would like it to be. We 
can learn better leadership skills, try differing techniques, read profes
sional literature but, in the end, for richer or poorer, YJ..e. lead our school. 

We all have positive qualities aiding effective leadership and negative 
qualities mitigating against 'best practice'. 

A great deal has been written recently on consultative decision mak

ing and democratic leadership. Shared vision and participatory proc
esses are essential elements of good leadership. However, decisive 
judgement, coupled with precise communication, are fundamental 
ingredients in school management, and which breed credibility and 
inspires confidence. 

The cornerstone of this decisive leadership must always be what is in 
the best interests of the students we serve. D 
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I NEW SOUTII w ALES I 

School Fees 
Who'll Make Up the Difference? 

I
F YOU READ THE LEGISLATION governing the delivery of 
public education in your State or Territory, it is very likely you 
wiJI find key words or phrases affirming that education is compul
sory, secular and free. It would be similarly true that schools in all 

States and Territories charge students some sort of fee. 
In NSW, state schools can no longer charge fees. They may ask 

parents to make voluntary contributions. The emergence of this situa
tion is interesting. 

The practice in NSW has been to charge two� of fees. The Gen

eral Service Fee covered the use of text books, supported the school 
library, provided stationery and other general expenses. These fees aug
mented the Government per capita grants. Jo many subjects. a Materi

als Fee was charged to cover those materials and resources used, con
sumed or worn out by students in studying this subject. 

With devolution and global budgeting, principals and schools were 
encouraged to be better financial managers and apply innovative tech
niques to raising additional funding. Unfortunately, some schools, in 
their zeal to provide better education opportunities, began applying a 
range of pressures and techniques to collect their fees. 

Inevitably, this led to parents raising the legality of fees and, faced 
with growing community pressure, the Minister commissioned a 'Com
mittee to Review Government School Fees'. The committee contained 
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representatives of the Association of Parents and Citizens Associations, 
the Federation of School Community Organisations, the NSW Teach
ers' Federation and the State Primary and Secondary Principals' Coun
cils. It v..-as chaired by a regional Assistant Director-General and sup
ported by the Director of Finance. This committee established that

the size of fees vari.ed widely and that many unacceptable practices

were used to 'enforce' their payment. 

The principal recommendations of the Review Committee were en
dorsed by the Minister and put into immediate practice, including the 
folJowing rulings: 
I . Schools can no longer charge fees. They may request voluntary 

contributions. 
2. \."lhere a secondary school was charging a General Service Fee in

excess of $56.00 per year, they may seek a voluntary contribution
of the old amount proyjded it is not adjusted upward by more than
the CPl and has the endorsement of the representative parent body. 

3. Schools must use a pro forroa Jetter provided by the Department of
School Education to seek voluntary contributions.

I
t is too early to be able to assess the impact of this change. Princi
pals and schools are concerned about the loss of income which will 

result and the effect on the quality of education programs. One school, 
(a specialised technology high school in a reasonably affluent area of 
Sydney) reports its current collection of Materials Fees as $59,000 be
low 1993 levels. 

There is no sign of additional Government funds to compensate 

for these losses. □







• Concentrate on 'possibles' and don't ,,w.e- time oo thmgs that can
not be changed.

• Always stand in awe of human _pote�sI:: i; i� unluruted;
• plan as if your work will go on fore�. so that you continue to have

foresight.
• Ensure you are not intimidated � the sue of a job. Whatever you

have the capacity to envision, you hs\-e !he capacity to do.
• Have some fun. Work and enP, li:e as though today is your last. In

this way, you will mainutln moo,-aJ.Jon and enthusiasm.
• Remember that communicenon IS nmety-five percent of the leader's

job.
• Set and demand standards of excellence in all facets of the school.

Mediocrity, if accepted_ bnngs compromise and the whole school
suffers.

• Be tough but fair ,,ith people This means setting work standards
and demanding performance

• Avoid angry confrontations whenever possible and learn to defuse
'loaded' situations.

• Seize hold of, and deal ,.,.;th, tough problems.
• Do not evaluate anything or make a serious decision when you are 

tired, or too emotional.
• Have commitment from others. Surround yourself with competent

people and help them to do their jobs well, and grow.
• Make sure you do not do anything you can get anyone else to do

satisfactorily. Identify. recruit and motivate others to do what needs
to be done. Remember that everything worth knowing is known to
someone: it's a matter of finding the right person.

• View everyone as a potential source of information. Pick brains and
make notes. Take a day off occasionally to synthesize your thoughts.

• Pay attention to details. Take time to look at and listen to everyone
and everything; Think analytically and always ask 'what?' 'how?'
'why?' and even 'why not?'.

• Remember who you are so that you don't get carried away with your

Principal Focus 
own self-importance. 

• Ensure appropriate symbols and ceremonies are identified, used, and 
shared.

• Have a sense of urgency because it is better to do something than
nothing, even if the action turns out to be less than ideal.

• Allow people to have some rewarding experiences to show for their
efforts. Recognize people for what they have done.

Four-Dimensional Leadership 
The groupings of behaviours above fall roughly into the areas of trans
forn1ational, instructional, collaborative and cultural leadership dimen
sions. If you can approach some, or all, of these you arc well on the 
way to becoming a great leader. 

And if this is the case, the writer would value your expertise to im
prove his own practice. I, like you all, am a learner in this field. □
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agencies, presenting unique opportunities for diplomacy and problem 
solving by principals and teachers. There seems to be little argument 
about the need for the colleges, as most of them have little impact on 
comprehensive schools. 

Amongst the Performing Arts high schools, Newtown is unique. Es
tablished following an amalgamation and two school closures, it serves 
both a local inner city community and a specialist performing arts func
tion for most of Sydney. The two roles do not always sit well together. 
Should local children have to follow a performing arts curriculum? 
Should the teachers be appointed by local selection? Should there be 
more places for auditioned performing arts students? Where else can 
the locals go? 

At present, there are two Sports high schools (Westfields and 

'Competition between schools may be 

prized by the Government but it is 

regarded with distaste by most 

principals and with hostility by the 

Teachers' Federation.' 

Narrabeen) with potentially more on the way. The super-charged Ol
ympics 2000 atmosphere will bring increased political and economic 
pressure to expand in this area. Such schools can, and do, attract gov
ernment and private funding. Sport is, after all, sacred and able to 

attract commercial sponsorship, while the local school usually can 
not. 

The demographic impact of specialist schools is most marked in the 
Newcastle, Sydney, and Wollongong coastal strip. The popularity of 
girls' schools, where enrolments are often well above those of other 
'brother' schools, tends to marginalise the co-educational schools in 
the area. Co-educational schools in the St. George area, where there 
are a lot of single sex schools, often have over 60 per cent boys with 

the consequent effect on learning and playgl'Ound culture. A school 
like Kogarah High, a co-educational comprehensive surrounded by six 
specialist schools (Selective, Technology, Single Sex and Languages) 
is hardly able to survive. 

Selective schools marginalise a numbe1· of local compn:hensives 
by tuking many of the gifted and talented students in Year 7. Com
petition for selective school placements is fierce with 23,000 appli
cants for the 2,300 Year 7 vacancies in 1993. A total of 17,000 students 
attend selective schools, with a further 3,500 at th� selective agricul
tural schools. 

Technology High Schools are popular. Demand for places clearly 
exceeds supply. At Moorefield, about 75 non-local enrolments enter 
Year 7 each year, whereas at Chcll)'brook and Lumeah, there are actu
ally very few vacancies for non-local placements. The residual effect 
of Technology high schools is therefore varied. At Young, a one high 
school town, it's Technology or elsewhere! 

Schools like Newtown, Westfields and the Conservatorium do not 
seem to impact on other school's enrolments because they are either 
too small or too specialised to afl."ect other local schools. 

Resourcing of specialist schools is surprisingly inconsistent. Selec
tive schools could be seen as resource deprived, perhaps as a penalty 
for their quality student intake. They are staffed on the lowest percapita 

factor, have no Leading Teacher (unless one existed before reclassifi
cation) and no Support Teacher - Learning Difficulties. They receive 
no special grants. Their class sizes are very large because all vacancies 
are always filled. 

Technology High Schools, in contrast, do very well. All have Lead
ing Teachers. Grants totalling $747,000 were given in 1993 and in 
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previous years. Since 1990, most Technology High Schools have re
ceived about $150,000 in grants. On occasions, special purchasing 
deals not available to other schools have been struck with compu
ter companies, such as Apple. 

Languages high schools have received little. There was a one-off 
grant of$ 10,000 and a 1.0 staffing supplement for two years - and then 
nothing. 

The secondary colleges are funded by the State as well as DEET. 
They also qualify for other State and Commonwealth funds. The Sports 
high schools similarly attract sponsorship, partnerships and grants. The 
Agricultural high schools are given support for their farms, but little 
else. 

It is hard to say whether specialist schools get any priority for refur
bishments or capital works but as these decisions are made by Minis
ters and priorities are set according to political issues of the day (such 
as post-compulsory education), it seems likely. The days of one dimen
sional State Government funding only are disappearing. The future 
will surely see more Commonwealth Government, business and local 
funding for government schools. The question is which schools will be 
successful in attracting these funds. 

There are a few tentative conclusions to be drawn about diversity. 
The first is that there does not seem to be a plan covering the reclassi
fication or resourcing of specialist high schools. 

Clearly, the Govemrnent has learned not to make surprise an

nouncements, as it did several times in 1990. It is equally clear that 
there is a lot more local consultation about specialist schools than 

there used to be. 
The second is that parental and local community views are often ill

informed, narrow or elitist. It seems to be an error to assume that 
parental choice of schools is made on a genuine understanding of either 
the schools or U1e child. 

The scramble for selective schools and technology schools is of
ten based on a spurious belief in an educational pecking order, 
with the co-educational compn�hensive at the bottom. The Govern
ment has an obligation to ensure social justice and equity acros·s the 
State. 

Finally, U1ere may be a need for principals and teachers to be more 
accepting of specialist schools and of the fact that some limited re
sources are being provided for them. In a system of 758,048 students, 

equity does not mean rigid equality. The socialist paradise is a myth. 
But it should not be too far from the truth. D 







is spent in Performng Arts, without a loss to their general education-

. When I look at all the extra activities that occur to support these. 
students- not only school ones, but the regional; stat.e, and community 
forums where they perform, I am convineed that whil� a comprehen
si-ve school co..td do some of these, they could not focus on so many. 
And of course we have staff with expertise, operating with their PA 
colleagues in a team with their own Head Teacher. 

1 be)ieve that 1be diversity offered by this school is also an equity 
offering_ It gives opportunities otherwise not available to students from 
disaqvantaged bac!-grounds. 

One of the things we are determined to do .here too is to remain a 
local comprehensive school. We have 50 per cent of our seniors doing 
HSCs without a 'IER. We offer a wide range of CCJ�S which are· 
vocationally relevant; we also continue to offer a sound general tradi
tional cuniculum. It would be a mistake I believe to become an exclu

sive selective school catering only to PA students as we would n�t then 
be able to offer such a.broad cwricolum. My ownsons attended a 
selectiveschooland bad few curriculum choices. The.combination of 
a broad relevant cur:riculum, and Peiionning Arls·opportuoities 
allows §pedallsation and the safety nd of genenl education. 

Here we have the best of both - and I think that's to some degtee 
what all schools in a competitive situation need today, I bear of one 
specialising in tennis, in mature.age students • not as the who!¢ student 
body, but as part or an otherwise comprehensive school. Only a �mall 
number of schools can affonl to give away the strengths that come 
from being pil,'Uf the local ci>Jim1unity seniQg the:cbildren of the 
neigbbollrbood. At my school we serve the neighbourhood lll1d. the 
performing arts specialists. It's a powerful � eneigising .rombina• 
lion. □



Robin Amm argues that 

providing opportunities for 

talented students to develop their 

potential in the company of 

similarly talented students, raises 

an equity issue requiring debate 

and policy development. 

W
HAT EXACTLY IS A 'specialist school'? In the NSW 
public school system, it is anad hoc construct. At present, 
there is no published policy defining specialist schools. 
Nor are there any guidelines as to how many of them 

there should be, their location, the types aUowable, the criteria of en
try, funding arrangements, staffing, and so on. The oldest specialist 
school in NSW (academic are not included in this discussion) is the 
Conservatorium. This remains as the only one which is truly specialist 
and totally selective of its students, if not the staff. 

It is now timely for principals' councils to put forward discussion 
papers and to be proactive in the formulation of policies in this area. 
My view is that there lli a place for specialist schools. However, they 
should be restricted in number. I envisage the foUowing to be a useful 

approach - a NSW school in the agreed specialist area(s) with State
wide drawing area. This school would provide hostel accommodation 
and would have different staffing criteria, allowing for professional 
people such as actors, dancers, producers, etc., to be employed to work 
with teachers and students. Different funding arrangements would, of 
course, be necessary. Such specialist schools should provide profes
sional development for staff and workshops for students from other 
schools. 

Supporting these specialist schools could be regional schools, with 
an emphasis on particular specialist area(s) but still maintaining their 
comprehensiveness. Such schools should be only developed as part of 
an agreed plan and their location and number be carefully considered. 

The nominated specialist schools should be selective of students. 
However, there should always be places for teacher-nominated students 
with potential who do not have the family resources to develop their 
abilities. Disability, cultural, ethnic and socioeconomic factors should 
not be a barrier to entry. However, many such students will need addi
tional support, both financial, teacher and resources. 

Talent and Equity 
The opportunity for talented students to develop their potential in the 
company of similarly talented students is an equity issue. Often, such
students are unable to reach their potential because of the lack of 
curriculum time; the uncertain continuity of specialist staff; the 
lack of facilities and the lack of other students with similar talents. 
The latter point cannot be underestimated. It is important that students 
are able to talk dance, talk drama, talk music and work closely with 
others, both within the classroom and in the playground. 

Pathways 
i There has to be a high energy, supportive environment. Teachers in 

such schools face different demands. There is much out of school com
mitment. Teaching and learning styles have to be adapted to students 
being out of class. As well, specialist teachers are caJJed out of school 
for system requirements. CounseUing requires a special understanding 
of performers and the management of high tech resources requires ad
ditional skills. 

Teachers need to encourage risk-taking in students and to be com
fortable in intense interpersonal relationships between students and 
teachers while still maintaining the professional teacher-student rela
tionship. 

Psychological Implications 
Students and teachers need to consider the implications of attending a 
specialist school. It is important that it is understood that most students 
have similar talents. Those looking for 'star status' and who are unable 
to handle the multitude of other talented students should consider care
fuU y before enrolling and then feel comfortable in returning to their 
former schools. Also some students plateau and specialist schools have 
to be able to counsel such students and provide alternatives such as 
writing, production, set design. and so on. Behind every performer there 
are 50 other people in various associated occupations. 

In any discussion of specialist schools the needs of talented students 
must be considered. They have a right to be able to attend a school 
which develops their potential to its fullest. □
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Ron Hurley, NSWSPC 

NEW soure·wALES 
Value-Adding in Education 

H
OW LONG IS A PIECE OF STRJNG and what is the real value of
education? The answer to both of these questions clearly depends 

on the perspective, bias and preference of the person answering the 
question. The current emphasis on first place status, gifted and tal
ented schemes, and selectivity of one sort or another, could lead us to 
believe that 'exceptional' is everything. Equally, an integration and a 
remediation focus could imply that 'inclusion' is of the greatest value. 

In truth, value-adding in education is of equal worth, whether that 
means advancing the child prodigy, enabling elemental literacy or sirn
ply improving the life prospects of a mediocre student. Unfortunately, 

it is currently fashionable to focus on the unusual, the spectacular 

or the minority group. This is usually at the expense of the vast ma
jority of students who function al a level two or three standard devia
tions away from the norm. 

Our culture has instilled in us the belief that the 'specialist' is the 
best, someone who has reached the pinnacle. This is demonstrated by 
the high cultural and financial value we attach to 'specialists' in medi
cine, the theatre, and especially, sport. Transference of this precept to 
education, however, is, at best misleading, and at worst, destructive. 
Every student deserves an equal opportunity to debate, to perform in 

and to teach others. 
The competencies most prized by the commercial, industrial and 

social communities of the 21st century, namely, teamwork, com
munication and lateral thinking, will not be best learned in a seg
regated society at school. If we have learned anything from history, it 
is that the community reflects its learning institutions. The old selec
tivity - the three-way division into techs., highs and domestic science 
schools had some unfortunate social consequences. If we are to now to 
avoid the artificial segregation of skills, we need to ensure that 'non-
specialist' schools, i.e., local community comprehensives, are not viewed 
as a 'lesser' species. Their value in education must be recognised and 
nurtured. 
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